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Hi, my name is Younghyun Kim from the University of Wisconsin Madison. 

I design various low-power embedded systems for many different applications. For more than a decade, my research has focused on solving practical power and energy problems, ranging from optimal energy 
harvesting to grid-connected energy storage management. 

Today, I will talk about powering the Internet-of-Things, or IoT, devices. What are the challenges? Why are they difficult to solve? And what are the solutions?
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Internet of

Intel Corp. 2019. A Guide to the Internet of Things. https://www.intel.com/
content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/infographics/guide-to-iot.html (2019).
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The IoT ecosystem is literally, exploding. 

IoT connects everything around you to the Internet. 

For example, IoT light bulbs are no more just simple light bulbs that turn on and off by the wall switch. They react to your voice command, they react to the weather, they react to other devices’ reactions. 

Amazon makes “smart” ovens that are connected to the Internet. Who would have imagined an Internet-connected oven ten years ago? Can you imagine what will be introduced to the IoT ecosystem next? 

Last year, Intel predicted that the number of IoT devices would be 200 billion in 2020. There is still a debate if this number is real or if this grow will continue. 

However, what is clear is that this number is not the scale that traditional system design can handle.
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Internet of

20+ 

Things 
per 
person

200 billion is not a small number. If you divide this by the world population, it gives more than 20 devices per person. 

A large number of something always comes with “scalability” problem. Something that has not been a problem when the number is small becomes a huge problem when the number grows.
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How do we 
manage 20+ 

Things 
per 
person?

Can we handle more than 20 IoT devices per person? What are the challenges in managing them?
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Where 
are the 
Things?

14%

8%

8%

30%

40%

Source: Intel Corp. 2019. A Guide to the Internet of Things. https://www.intel.com/
content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/infographics/guide-to-iot.html. (2019).
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Others

The real problem is 
bigger than you see

First of all, you may wonder two things. 

First, is 20 a large number? It’s not hundreds and thousands. 20 doesn’t seem to be a huge number we need to worry about. 

Second, besides, I don’t have that many IoT devices, even including “traditional” connected devices. I have a smartphone, I have a laptop, I have some IoT gadgets, but that’s it. I think it’s not even close to 
20. 

So what’s the big deal? 

In fact, the IoT devices you can see in your daily life is just the tip of an iceberg. 40% of those “things” are deployed in the business and manufacturing sectors, 30% in healthcare, 8% in retail, 8% in security, 
which you won’t encounter everyday. The devices in these sectors are managed by a small number of people. 

So the real problem is bigger than you think, even if you don’t experience this problem in your daily life.



SCOPE OF IOT DEVICES IN THIS TALK
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IoT 
cloud

Power-constrained, 
small, cost-sensitive 
edge devices

IoT 
gateways

Before we deep dive into this problem, let’s talk about what kinds of IoT devices we are talking about. The scope of IoT is actually very broad and the characteristics are diverse. 

In this talk, we focus on power challenges in IoT device design. Power is not the eonly major challenge in IoT device design, and not all IoT devices have the power challenge. 

At the center of the IoT ecosystem, there is the IoT cloud. The IoT cloud is generally large-scale computing servers that are powered by the power grid 24/7. Actually, it has its own power problem related to 
high electricity bill, but that’s not in the scope of this talk. 

Around the IoT cloud, there are IoT gateways. They are like intermediate data hubs between the IoT cloud and IoT devices around you. They are usually powered by the wall power  because reliability is 
much more important than power and other aspects in theses devices. 

The devices at the edge of the IoT ecosystem are called IoT edge devices. These are the devices that you buy, install, or use directly. But not all IoT edge devices are subject to the power problems. In some 
IoT devices, there are far more important design challenges than power. For example, in safe-related devices in transportation or buildings, power is a secondary problem. They are out of the scope of this talk, 
too. 

We will be mainly talking about IoT edge devices that have power and energy constrained due to various reasons, such as cost and form factor.



CHALLENGES IN IOT DEVICE MANAGEMENT
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Security 
How to protect devices from 
remote and physical attacks?

Cost 
How to maintain many, distributed 
devices cost-effectively? 

Communication 
How to enable reliable 
wireless communication

between many devices?

Power 
How to power many devices without 
having to replace battery frequently?

Now, let’s go back to the IoT management problem and see why power is one of the root problems. 

Managing a large number of devices involves many problems in different aspects. 

First, security. How to protect many IoT devices from remote and physical attacks? Unlike your smartphone that you carry all the time, IoT devices are often exposed to hostile environment. 

Second, cost. Again, unlike your one expensive smartphone, IoT is a network of many many low-cost devices. How can we deploy and manage in a cost-effective way? 

Third, communication. Although each IoT device generates only a small amount of data, the large number of these devices makes it challenging to maintain reliable communication among them. 

Finally, power. What is the best way to power many devices without having to recharge or replace batteries frequently?



WHY POWER MATTERS?
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Power

Security 
Stronger security algorithms are more power-
hungry

Communication 
Long-range, high-throughput, large-scale 
communication is very power-consuming

Cost 
Power outage is a main reason for device 
maintenance

In fact, the power problem is not just a power problem. It’s connected to other problems, and it is one of the root problems in IoT device design. 

Power is one of the constraints that limit the use of sophisticated security algorithms to protect your IoT devices. The stronger security algorithms, the more power-hungry. You cannot use the same strong 
encryption algorithms you’d use to protect your Internet banking for power-contained IoT devices. 

Also, because of the power constraint, you cannot use long-range, high-throughput, and large-scale wireless communication. WiFi and 5G, that you may be familiar with, are not suitable for low-power IoT 
devices because  
they consume too much power. Instead, there are different wireless communication standards such as LoRa and SigFox that are specially designed for low-power IoT devices. 

Cost is also affected by power. Depending on how the IoT device is powered, the initial deployment cost and especially the maintenance cost may vary a lot. 

Of course, these are just some examples of design factors that are constrained by power.
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Idle period 
•Long

•Low power consumption for no active 

computation or communication

Active period 
•Short and sporadic

•High power consumption for active 

computation and communication

Common characteristics in conventional battery-powered devices

CHARACTERISTICS OF (ENERGY-CONSTRAINED) IOT POWER CONSUMPTION

To understand why power is not a trivial challenge in IoT device design, we need to understand the characteristics of their power consumption. 

Typically, IoT devices exhibit very short active periods and long idle periods. 

During the active periods, devices perform sensing, computing, and communication required for their functionality. The power consumption is high, but the duration is very short. Everything happens within a 
short duration, and the device enters idle period. 

When in the idle period, the device does nothing meaningful. It just waits for the next active period, or waits for an external event to occur. The idle periods are much longer than active periods. Depending on 
the application, idle periods are multiple-orders-of-magnitude longer than active periods. On the other hand, the power consumption is much lower than in the active periods because most of the device 
components are not doing anything. 

As a result, a typical power consumption profile of IoT devices looks like this. Short high-power active periods followed by long low-power idle periods. In fact, this characteristic is very common not just in 
IoT devices, but in many low-power devices including conventional battery-powered devices. It has been one of the main challenges in low-power devices design, and it still poses the same challenge to IoT 
devices design.



IOT DEVICES POWER SUBSYSTEMS
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Storage

Source Converter

Load

From a power delivery design perspective, an IoT device is composed of four pieces. Source, converter, storage and load. 



IOT DEVICES POWER SUBSYSTEMS
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Storage

Source Converter Load

Typically, they are interconnected like this. And the arrows here denote the flow of energy. 

Obviously, the energy flows from the source to the load. Between the source and the load, there is a converter and storage. I will be talking about these components one by one for the rest of this talk. 

Also note that, this is just a typical organization of power components, and each device may have a different organization. Some devices may have only part of these components. Some devices may have all 
of these components, but in a different organization. I will talk about that too later in this talk.
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Load

IOT DEVICES POWER SUBSYSTEMS: SOURCE
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Source Source of electrical energy 
supplied to the device 

Solar cells 
(solar energy harvester)

Sources: ETH Zurich, Delta

Kinetic energy harvester Thermal energy harvesterWall power

First of all, the source. 

It’s the source of electrical energy consumed by the device. 

Examples of power sources include the wall power, solar energy, kinetic energy, and thermal energy. You must be familiar with solar energy. Solar cells or solar panels can be easily found on the rooftop of 
environmentally-friendly buildings. They are also used in portable power supplies for your smartphone. 

Kinetic energy can be harvested from mechanical movement such as body motion or machine vibration using an electromechanical generator or piezoelectric generator. 

Thermal energy, to be more precise, thermoelectric energy comes from temperature difference. When there’s a hot side and a cold side, a Peltier generator can generate power in between. 

The process of converting solar energy, kinetic energy, and temperature difference into electrical energy is called energy harvesting. These are just some examples of energy harvesting, and there are more of 
them. For example, you can harvest energy from WiFi signals, ambient electromagnetic radiation, or even from blood sugar!



BATTERIES ARE THE MOST COMMON POWER SOURCE FOR IOT DEVICES
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Low-cost 
Battery-based device design is easy and  
inexpensive

Untethered 
No power cord is required

Easy-to-use 
Maintenance (replacement or recharge) is 
easy for most users

But they are not the only, nor perfect power source for IoT devices

Maybe the power source that is most common in IoT devices is batteries. Batteries are an excellent power source. 

First of all, they are untethered. Unlike the wall power, you can move the device to anywhere as long as you have enough energy in the battery. This is a huge advantage essential for portable devices. 

Second, they are a low-cost power source. Battery technologies have been matured for decades, and you can get a high-energy high-power battery at a relatively low cost. 

Also, they are easy to use. All you need to do is just inserting them in the battery socket. They are safe to use. Unless exposed to an extreme temperature or severe physical damage, they are relatively safe to 
use. 

Despite all these advantages, however, they are not the only power source for IoT devices today, and it is unlikely to be so in the near future. Why? 



DESIRED PROPERTIES OF IOT POWER SOURCES
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High stability
Small and 

lightweight Low cost

High mobility
Easy 

maintenance

Uninterrupted 
power supply

High power and energy 
per volume and weight

Low initial cost and 
low maintenance cost

Free and easy move Deploy-and-forget

To understand the pros and cons of batteries, we need to know what properties are desired as an IoT power source. 

First, an IoT power source should be highly reliable and supply uninterrupted power to the device. If the power blackout is frequent and unpredictable, it’s not a good power source in most cases. Even if it is 
not blacked out, the voltage or current level should be stable at all times. 

Second, it should be small and lightweight. You can make a very strong and reliable power source IF there are no size and weight limitations. But in reality, the size and weight of an IoT device are limited by 
many factors, and the power source should be smaller and lighter than that. In fact, in many battery-powered devices, it is common that the battery takes up the most volume and weight. So making smaller 
and lighter power source is the key to make smaller and lighter IoT devices. 

Next, the cost. Obviously, it should be inexpensive. Not only inexpensive for the initial purchase, but inexpensive for life-long management too. 

Mobility also matters. It should be easy to move, but it also should be easy to find where to move to. 

Finally, maintenance should be easy. Ideally, you want to simply deploy-and-forget, but in many cases, devices do demand periodic maintenance, which often involves physical access.



DESIRED PROPERTIES OF IOT POWER SOURCES
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High stability
Small and 

lightweight Low cost

High mobility
Easy 

maintenance

Very stable Good energy density Inexpensive

Completely 
untethered

Regular replacement 
or recharge required

So let’s revisit batteries with these desired properties in mind. 

Batteries are very stable. Maybe next to the wall power. The output voltage of batteries is relatively stable and not significantly affected by environmental factors such as temperature. So in terms of stability, 
they are a good power source. 

They are small and lightweight. Well, when it comes to size and weight, the smaller and lighter the better, but compared to other types of power sources, they provide good power and energy for their size and 
weight. 

Their mobility is also excellent. Battery-powered devices can be placed anywhere as long as the battery is alive. 

In terms of cost, they are cheap to purchase. But when it comes to maintenance, batteries don’t do well. You have to replace or recharge batteries regularly, and to replace or recharge, you need to get to the 
devices. This may be very tricky and costly for some IoT devices that are deployed in large scale or at a remote, hard-to-reach locations. 

So what other options do we have?



IOT POWER SOURCES
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Wall power 
Plugged in to wall power for constant power supply

Battery 
Powered by primary (non-rechargeable) or  
secondary (rechargeable) battery

Energy harvesting 
Harvest energy from ambient power sources

No power 
No continuous power source for active operation

First, the wall power. This is maybe the only option currently available for high-power IoT devices. Plugged in to the wall outlet, you can expect uninterrupted, unl imited power supply. 

We just talked about the pros and cons of using batteries. 

Energy harvesting can  be an option when the device is to be installed in an environment with high ambient energy density. We talked about solar energy, kinetic energy, and thermoelectric energy. They are 
not available everywhere, but when they are, they might completely solve the power supply problem. For example, monitoring machine vibration is one way to predict or detect the machine’s potential  
mechanical failure. The monitoring device can harvest energy from the consistent vibration without using a battery. 

Finally, no power at all. Well, no device can operate without power, so there should be some kind of power source. But some devices only operate in a passive manner in response to external devices’ requests. 
An example is an RFID tag which responses to an RFID reader, but doesn’t do anything active. RFID tags harvest RF energy from the reader to operate, so it can be considered as a kind of energy harvesting, 
but they can be differentiated by how the energy is used.



COMPARISON OF IOT POWER SOURCES
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Stability Small and 
lightweight Low cost Mobility Easy 

maintenance

Wall 
power ◎ ◦ ◎ ✕ ◎

Battery ◦ ◎ ◦ ◎ △
Energy 
harvesting 
(solar)

△ △ ◦ ◦ ◎

No power 
(RFID) ✕ ◎ ◎ ◦ ◎

This table compares the four categories of power sources. It clearly shows that none of them is best in every aspect. 

The wall power has good stability and cost, and it’s easy to maintain once installed, but it has poor mobility. 

Batteries are good in mobility, but maintenance can be costly. 

Energy harvesting is interesting. It’s a broad term, so if we focus on solar energy harvesting as an example, it is not very stable because it works only when there is light. And even if there is light, the output 
power varies a lot depending on the light intensity and depending on how you consume the power. So it’s not very stable. And solar cells and solar panels are bulky. It is untethered, but mobility is limited by 
the availability of light. They don’t really need any maintenance except for removing accumulated dust. 

No-power devices are also interesting. In case of RFID tags, they are extremely unstable because they work only when there’s an RFID reader nearby them, but they are extremely small, cheap, and easy to 
maintain.



TARGET DEVICES OF IOT POWER SOURCES
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Mobility Scale Power density Active/
Passive Examples

Wall 
power Stationary Low Unlimited Active IoT hubs

Battery Mobile, portable, 
or wearable Medium High Active

Indoor and 
wearable 
sensors

Energy 
harvesting

Stationary (solar, 
vibration) or 
mobile (RF, kinetic)

High Medium Active Outdoor sensors

No power Mobile, portable, 
or wearable High Low Passive RFID tags

So what are the proper applications of the power sources? 

Whether you can use a specific power source or not is determined by the advantages and limitations we just discussed. 

IoT hubs that should remain active around the clock should be powered by the wall power, because stability is the number one priority. 

For mobile, portable, and wearable devices, batteries are the best option for its high mobility unless the device’s power consumption is so small that it can be power by energy harvesting. 

If power consumption is sufficiently small, energy harvesting is a good option for both stationary and mobile devices. But it’s largely limited by the availability of ambient energy. As of today, the most 
technically mature energy harvesting method for IoT devices is solar energy harvesting. Other methods are still under active development in this application domain. 

We already talked about a good example of no-power IoT devices, RFID tags. 



DESIGN OF IOT POWER SOURCES

• Power sources are first limited by the deployment scenario 

‣ e.g., for mobile IoT devices, wall power is not an option 

‣ e.g., for indoor IoT devices, solar cell is not an option 

• Batteries and some energy harvesting sources may not be suitable for high 
average power applications 

‣ Frequent battery replacement is inconvenient and expensive 

‣ Large energy harvester (e.g., large solar cell) is needed to meet high average power 
demand 

• Some energy harvesting sources require energy storage for high peak 
power applications 

‣ Energy is harvested and stored during long idle times and consumed during short active 
times
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So how do we select the proper power source? 

The selection of the power source is first and foremost limited by the deployment scenario. We talked about various power sources, and they all have different pros and cons. Some of the cons cannot be 
overcome depending on the usage scenario, so it should be considered first. 

Batteries and energy harvesting may not be suitable for the devices that demand high average power. High average power consumption leads to the problems of size, weight, and maintenance cost. 

Even if the average power consumption is low, if the peak power consumption is high, energy storage will be needed in tandem with energy harvesting. Energy harvesting devices have very limited power 
capacity, so the harvested energy should be stored for a long time to supply high peak power. We are going to talk about energy storage for this purpose soon.
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Converter

Storage Load

Source

Alteration and regulation of AC/
DC, voltage, and current for 
improving energy efficiency

Switching voltage regulator Linear voltage regulator

Sources: SHNITPWR, Texas Instruments

AC/DC converter

IOT DEVICES POWER SUBSYSTEMS: CONVERTER

Let’s move onto the power converters. 

Most IoT devices demand for stable and constant DC supply typically between 1.2 V and 5 V. Some sensors, actuators, or communication modules may require higher voltage, but mostly under 20 V. 

Power converters, or simply converters, switch AC to DC or regulate voltage to generate constant DC voltage. They are critical components for achieving high energy efficiency, but they are often overlooked 
in system design.



DESIGN OF IOT POWER CONVERTERS

• Largely dependent on power sources 

• Most IoT devices demand DC supply voltage 

‣ AC should be rectified to DC 

• Some IoT devices demand multiple DC voltage levels 

‣ DC-DC converter network may be needed 

• Especially challenging with energy harvesting
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Source Converter Load

Remember, from the converter’s point of view, input is the power source, and the output is the load. 

Again, most IoT devices demand DC supply voltage between 1.2 V and 5 V, so there is not much variation in the output. 

However, there is a wider variation in the input side. So power converter design is largely dependent on what power source is used. 

First, if the source is AC, such as the wall power our electromagnetic energy harvesting, it should be rectified to DC. 

Some IoT devices demand multiple DC voltage levels for different components. In this case, multiple DC-to-DC converters may be needed. 

And efficient power conversion is especially challenging in energy-harvesting systems. I will talk about this now.



DEPENDENCE ON POWER SOURCES
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Wall power

Battery

Energy harvesting

No power

AC-DC 
converter 
(Rectifier)

DC-DC 
converter 

(Regulator)

DC sources 
(solar, TEG)

AC sources 
(RF, kinetic)

2nd-stage 
DC-DC 

converter
Load

The design of power converters is mainly determined by the power source. 

When the power source is the wall power or batteries, the converter design is relatively simple. They produce a relatively constant voltage, so making efficient converters is easy. 

However, when it comes to energy harvesting, designing high-efficiency converters is very challenging.



CHALLENGES: LOW INPUT POWER
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Energy source Type Energy haversting 
method Power density Size for continuous 

5 mW* supply

Solar
Outdoor Photovoltaic 15 mW/cm2 0.33 cm2

Indoor Photovoltaic <10 μW/cm2 500 cm2

RF
GSM Electromagnetic 0.1 μW/cm3 500 cm3

WiFi Electromagnetic 0.01 μW/cm3 50,000 cm3

Wind Electromechanical 16.2 μW/cm3 309 cm3

Acoustic noise Piezoelectric 960 nW/cm3 5,208 cm3

Motion Piezoelectric 330 μW/cm3 15 cm3

Body heat Thermoelectric 40 μW/cm2 125 cm2

*Active mode power consumption of a low-power microcontroller
Source: Adu-Manu 2018

First, the amount of power that most energy harvesting devices can generate is very low, except for outdoor solar energy harvesting under direct sunlight. 

This is because the power density of ambient power sources is low, and the amount of power that is actually converted into electrical energy is also low. 

Because of that, every nW is very important, and energy harvesting IoT devices cannot afford power loss due to inefficient power conversion. 



CHALLENGES: NON-UNIFORM CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

• Efficiency varies widely by input voltage and output current 

• Hard to maintain high efficiency in both idle and active periods
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TPS65263-1Q1 4.0- to 18-V Input Voltage, 3-A/2-A/2-A Output Current Triple Synchronous
Step-Down Converter With I2C Controlled Dynamic Voltage Scaling

1

1 Features
1• Qualified for Automotive Applications
• AEC-Q100 Qualification With the Following
Results:
– Device Temperature Grade 1: –40°C to 125°C
Operating Junction Temperature Range

– Device HBM ESD Classification Level H2
– Device CDM ESD Classification Level C4B

• Operating Input Voltage Range 4.0- to 18-V
Maximum Continuous Output Current 3 A/2 A/2 A

• I2C Controlled 7-Bits VID Programmable Output
Voltage from 0.68 to 1.95 V With 10-mV Voltage
Step for Buck2

• I2C Controlled VID Voltage Transition Slew Rate
for Buck2

• I2C Read Back Power Good Status, Overcurrent
Warning and Die Temperature Warning

• I2C Compatible Interface With Standard Mode
(100 kHz) and Fast Mode (400 kHz)

• Feedback Reference Voltage 0.6 V ±1%
• Adjustable Clock Frequency from 200 kHz to 2.3
MHz

• FCC Mode (Default)
• External Clock Synchronization
• Dedicated Enable and Soft-Start Pins for Each
Buck

• Output Voltage Power Good Indicator
• Thermal Overloading Protection

2 Applications
• Automotive
• Car Audio/Video
• Home Gateway and Access Point Networks
• Surveillance

3 Description
The TPS65263-1Q1 incorporates triple-synchronous
buck converters with 4.0- to 18-V wide input voltage.
The converter with constant frequency peak current
mode is designed to simplify its application while
giving designers options to optimize the system
according to targeted applications. The switching
frequency of the converters is adjustable from 200
kHz to 2.3 MHz with an external resistor. 180° out-of-
phase operation between buck1 and buck2, buck3
(buck2 and buck3 run in phase) minimizes the input
filter requirements.

The initial startup voltage of each buck can be set
with external feedback resistors. The output voltage
of buck2 can be dynamically scaled from 0.68 to
1.95 V in 10-mV steps with I2C-controlled 7 bits VID.
The VID voltage transition slew rate is programmable
with 3-bits control through I2C bus to optimize
overshoot/undershoot during VID voltage transition.

Each buck in TPS65263-1Q1 can be I2C controlled
for enabling/disabling output voltage, setting the pulse
skipping mode (PSM) or forced continuous current
(FCC) mode at light load condition and reading the
power-good status, overcurrent warning, and die
temperature warning.

The TPS65263-1Q1 features overvoltage,
overcurrent, short-circuit, and overtemperature
protection.

Device Information(1)

PART NUMBER PACKAGE BODY SIZE (NOM)
TPS65263-1Q1 VQFN (32) 5.00 mm × 5.00 mm

(1) For all available packages, see the orderable addendum at
the end of the data sheet.

Application Schematic Efficiency vs Output Load

TI buck converter 
TPS65263-1Q1

Sources: Texas Instruments

TI buck-boost converter module 
PTN04050A

www.ti.com

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS (3.3-V INPUT) (1) (2)
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Figure 1. Figure 2. Figure 3.

TEMPERATURE DERATING TEMPERATURE DERATING TEMPERATURE DERATING
vs vs vs

OUTPUT CURRENT OUTPUT CURRENT OUTPUT CURRENT

Figure 4. Figure 5. Figure 6.

TEMPERATURE DERATING
vs

OUTPUT CURRENT

Figure 7.

(1) The electrical characteristic data has been developed from actual products tested at 25°C. This data is considered typical for the
converter. Applies to Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3.

(2) The temperature derating curves represent the conditions at which internal components are at or below the manufacturer's maximum
operating temperatures. Derating limits apply to modules soldered directly to a 100 mm x 100 mm, double-sided PCB with 2 oz. copper.
Applies to Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7.

5Submit Documentation Feedback

Unfortunately, power conversion efficiency, which is the ratio of output power to input power, is not as high as we expect. 

The efficiency is function of input voltage, output voltage, and output current, and it varies very widely. It can be as high as 90% in an ideal case, but it can also suffer from very low efficiency as low as 30 to 
40%. What happens to the rest of the power? It’s just dissipated as heat. 

Like we have seen earlier, the output current variation of IoT devices is very wide when in idle mode and active mode, and you can’t design a power converter that is efficient in both modes, so you will be 
losing energy one way or another.  

The low conversion efficiency makes the amount of useable portion of already small ambient energy even smaller.



CHALLENGES: WIDE INPUT VOLTAGE VARIATION

• Wall power is very stable 

• Batteries are relatively stable 

‣ e.g., 4.2 V (fully charged) to 2.8 V (end-of-discharge) 

• Output voltage of energy harvesting devices varies widely by the 
environment and current draw
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Figure 5: V-I curves of a 7⇥10 PV array.
Determination of the supercapacitor bank capacitance is also cou-
pled with the PV array configuration. We must jointly optimize how
many series and parallel connections of PV cells within a PV array
should be established given the supercapacitor capacitance.

We name the overall PV-supercapacitor system efficiency opti-
mization as maximum power transfer tracking (MPTT) design. The
MPTT design can be formally described as follows:

• Given: The energy requirement Ereq and the maximum voltage
rating Vrating.

• Prerequisite: PV module characteristics, charger efficiency model,
and solar irradiance profile G.

• Objective: i) Find a n⇥m PV array configuration which min-
imizes n · m while meeting E(tsunset) � Ereq; and ii) given the
n⇥m configuration, find a supercapacitor bank capacitance C
that maximizes the energy efficiency while meeting Vcap(tsunset) 
Vrating.

It is possible to have Vcap(t), for some t, higher than Vcap(tsunset) due
to the self-discharge. However, we assume this is negligible, as we
will see in the following section for a half-day storage.

3.3 Maximum Power Transfer Point
Figure 5(a) shows Vpv and Ppv variations according to Ipv with

four different irradiance values. Even with the same irradiance, we
can see a significant change in Ppv. The MPPT methods discussed in
Section 3.1 can be used to find the maximum Ppv regardless of the
irradiance.

However, if we take the charger efficiency into account, the P-I
curve we have to consider is the Pcharge-Icharge curve shown in Fig-
ure 5(b), rather than the Ppv-Ipv curve of Figure 5(a). Since the x-axis
is Icharge, the y-axis Pcharge is linearly proportional to the Icharge when
Vcap is given. The maximum Pcharge values, marked by squares, are
the maximum power transfer (MPT) points. Beyond this point, fur-
ther increment of Icharge causes a rapid drop of Vpv. The Vpv values
at the MPT points are not the same as the Vpv values at the MPP,
and Pcharge at the MPT point is slightly lower than Ppv at the MPP
because h < 1.

Our proposed MPTT keeps tracking (Vpv, Ipv) which may be slightly
different from that of conventional MPPT, to guarantee the maximum
amount of power transferred to the load at all times rather than the
maximum power extracted from the PV module. Note that the pro-
posed MPTT always outperforms the conventional MPPT in terms
of net energy delivery to the load regardless of environmental condi-
tions.
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Figure 6: Energy accumulation trace of a 7⇥10 PV array.
Pcharge at the MPT is determined not only by G, but also by the

current value of Vcap. Figure 6(a) is the surface that consists of the
maximum Pcharge values of a 7⇥10 PV array in the G�Vcap domain.
We may draw a trace of

�
Vcap(t),G(t)

�
pairs on this surface with the

solar irradiance set to a meaningful value in t 2 [tsunrise, tsunset ]. For
instance, the white lines are the traces when C is 300 F, 3,000 F
or 30,000 F. For illustration purpose, we set G(tnoon) = 900 W/m2.
Initially, Vcap(tsunrise) = 0 V. From (5), the value of Pcharge �Pleak is
the gradient of Ecap. Figure 6(b) shows the supercapacitor’s energy,
Ecap as t elapses. Right after the sun rises, G is low and Pcharge is
also low, and Ecap increases slowly. Generally, with a reasonable
supercapacitor of C, Pcharge has the maximum values during the day,
and Echarge increases most rapidly at noon (t = tnoon). The sampling
points in Figures 6(a) and (b) are matched with each other in terms
of t. Ecap slightly decreases in the evening due to leakage of the
supercapacitor such that Pleak > Pcharge in the evening.

4. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

4.1 PV Array and the Pcharge Surface
The configuration of the PV array determines the shape and mag-

nitude of the Pcharge surface in the G�Vcap domain. The total num-
ber of PV modules is N = n · m, which determines the magnitude of
the Pcharge surface. Evidently the more PV modules are used, the
higher power can be achieved. We define Ppeak and Vopt of a Pcharge
surface as

Ppeak = max
8Vcap

�
Pcharge

�
G(tnoon),Vcap

��
, (7)

Vopt = argmax
Vcap

�
Pcharge

�
G(tnoon),Vcap

��
, (8)

which gives the maximum possible power that goes to the superca-
pacitor and its corresponding condition, with an n⇥m PV array. The
values of n and m determine the location of Ppeak and Vopt . As n
increases, Vopt increases almost linearly. To achieve the maximum
Pcharge when G is the maximum (t = tnoon), Vcap(tnoon) should be
equal to Vopt such that Pcharge(tnoon) = Ppeak.

4.2 Supercapacitor Size and Harvested Energy
It is shown in Figure 7 that Vcap is a critical factor for Pcharge.

From (3), Vcap is inversely proportional to C. Therefore the deter-
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Solar cell I-V curve

Sources: [Kim 2010], [Bond 2015]

TEG I-V curve

BOND AND PARK: CURRENT-SENSORLESS POWER ESTIMATION AND MPPT IMPLEMENTATION FOR TEGs 5545

Fig. 11. Prototype of the proposed MPPT controller and boost con-
verter. The proposed system has been implemented with an MSP430
LaunchPad Value Line Development Kit from Texas Instruments (TI) and
it only requires a minimal number of external parts.

Fig. 12. Flowchart for ∆T2 measurement in the timer ISR of
MSP430G2553 microcontroller. The ISR is called every time the status
of comparator output changes. A 1-MHz internal counter is used to
calculate the switching time.

chosen to be 30 Ω. This results ((R3 + R4)/R4) ≈ 1. Thus, the
hysteresis voltage band thresholds can be rewritten as

VthH = VREF (31)

VthL = VREF − 0.1V. (32)

The switching time ∆T2 is measured using the compara-
tor interrupt service routine (ISR) and internal counter of
MSP430G2553. The interrupt is triggered every time the output
of the comparator changes its status. The counter is incre-
mented at 1-MHz frequency and the on- and off-duration of the
MOSFET can be easily obtained using the difference between
counter reads. The flowchart of ISR is shown in Fig. 12.

B. Experimental Setup

The boost converter used in the experiment consists of a
450-µH inductor (RC-7, Triad Magnetics, CA), an N-channel
MOSFET (NTD4906N-35G, ON Semiconductor, AZ), a
Schottky diode (BAT46, STMicroelectronics, Switzerland),
and a 3-F 2.5-V supercapacitor (M1020-2R5305-R, Cooper

Fig. 13. Experimental setup.

Fig. 14. P−V curves of given temperature differentials. Measured
powers and MPPs, and calculated power curves are plotted. It can be
seen the operating points are controlled at the peak of P−V curves.

Fig. 15. I–V characteristics of given temperature differentials. Mea-
sured output currents and MPPs, and calculated current characteristics
are plotted. It can be seen that the MPPs are controlled at the operating
points where VTEG = OCV/2.

Bussmann, MO). A generic potentiometer (1 MΩ) was used to
control the load current. The power prototype converter is also
shown in Fig. 11.

Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Wisconsin. Downloaded on May 25,2020 at 16:35:35 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 

Finally, and maybe most importantly, the output voltage of energy harvesting devices is not constant but varies in a wide range. 

This is because of their high internal resistance. As the output current increases, the output voltage drops gradually. And beyond some point, voltage drops so rapidly that the output power starts to decrease 
even if you draw more current. This point is called the maximum power point, or MPP. When you are harvesting energy, you should keep the current draw at this point to maximize the harvested energy, 
otherwise, you will end up harvesting less energy than it can generate. 

However, current draw is determined by the operation mode of the load, and you cannot arbitrarily change the operation mode. So it is typical to incorporate an energy storage device as a buffer. When you 
need to draw more current than the load draws to stay at the maximum power point, the rest of the energy goes to the storage. If the load demands more current than the maximum power point, the stored 
energy is used to keep the current draw at the maximum power point. This is a very complicated but necessary control for high-efficiency energy harvesting.



IOT DEVICES POWER SUBSYSTEMS: ENERGY STORAGE
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Storage

Converter

Load

Source

Short-term or long-term energy 
storage for stable power supply 
or mobility

Rechargeable batteries

Sources: components101, Maxwell Technologies

Supercapacitors

Let’s talk about the energy storage. 

There are not many options available. Currently, rechargeable batteries are most widely used storage. Among many different battery technologies, Li-ion batteries are most common. They provide good energy 
capacity and good power capacity in a small form factor. 

Supercapcitors are another option for certain type of applications. They are more expensive and provide a low energy capacity. But they are excellent in cycle efficiency, which may be critical in energy 
harvesting systems. 

Let’s see what we should consider when selecting energy storage technology.



DESIRED PROPERTIES OF IOT ENERGY STORAGE
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Less energy loss during 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Not surprisingly, the desired properties of energy storage for IoT devices are not much different from those of power sources. 

We want inexpensive, small and lightweight storage. Small and lightweight is important because it leads to high stability, high mobility, and easy maintenance. 

Other desirable properties of energy storage include low leakage, high cycle efficiency, and long cycle life. 

Leakage is also called self-discharge, which is losing energy without doing anything useful. Obviously, the lower leakage the better. 

Cycle efficiency is the ratio between charged energy and discharged energy. A 100% cycle efficiency would be ideal, but it’s less than 100% in reality due to the energy loss during the charging and 
discharging processes. 

Finally, cycle life is the number of charge and discharge cycles the energy storage can perform. Any energy storage slowly degrades as charge and discharge cycles are repeated, as you might have experienced 
with your smartphone battery.



BATTERIES ARE STILL THE NO. 1 CHOICE

• Batteries are both a power source and energy storage 

• So far batteries are the most widely used energy storage 

‣ Low cost 

‣ High energy and power density 

‣ Rechargeable 

• But not perfect as energy storage 

‣ High leakage (self-discharge): Not suitable for long-term maintenance-free applications 

‣ Low cycle efficiency and low cycle life: Not suitable for frequent charge-discharge 
applications
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Sources: mpoweruk.com

So how good is a battery in these aspects? 

So far, batteries are the No. 1 choice in most portable IoT devices. They are inexpensive. They provide high energy density and high power density. 

However, they are not perfect as energy storage, of course. 

Most rechargeable batteries suffer from high leakage. Even a fully charged battery will lose all of its energy within several days or within a few months even there is no active power draw. So they are not 
suitable for the IoT devices that harvest very small amount of energy over a long time, because all the harvested energy will be lost to leakage. 

Also, their cycle efficiency is not very good. About 10-30% of energy is lost during charge and discharge. 

Low cycle life is another problem. You can repeat charge and discharge only a few hundreds cycles. So if your IoT device is fully charged and discharged once per day, you will soon need to replace the 
battery in couple of years.



OTHER ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES FOR IOT

• Supercapacitors 

‣ Basically capacitors with a very high energy capacity 

‣ Pros: High power density; high cycle efficiency and cycle life 

‣ Cons: High leakage (self-discharge); (still) low energy density; high cost 

• Solid-state batteries 

‣ Uses solid electrodes and a solid electrolyte 

‣ High energy density, safety, long life cycle 

‣ Still too expensive for large capacity 

‣ Next-generation battery technology

29Sources: Maxwell Technologies, Ilika

Then what other technologies are available in place of batteries? 

Well, for now, there is no perfect substitute for them. Supercapacitors have very excellent power capacity, but power capacity is not a major requirement in most IoT devices. They have very good, almost 
100% cycle efficiency, which is good for frequent charge-discharge applications. And their cycle life is virtually unlimited. However they have even worse leakage than batteries. You cannot use them for the 
long-term storage of energy. Low energy density and relatively high cost are also a problem. 

An emerging energy storage technology is solid-state battery, which uses solid electrodes and electrolyte. They overcome many of the disadvantages of current battery technologies, but they are still under 
active research as next-generation energy storage.



Storage

Converter

IOT DEVICES POWER SUBSYSTEMS: LOAD
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Source
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Data processing Data communication

Sources: Microchip, REYAX, Hiwonder

Sensing and actuation

Components to perform the 
functionalities of the IoT 
devices

Finally, the load. 

Electrical energy is consumed by various load components for data processing, data communication, sensing and actuation. 

How these components work is not the focus of this talk, but knowing how they consume energy is important for energy-efficient design of IoT devices. 



EVEN MORE DYNAMIC CURRENT DRAW

• Power modes are much more complicated than idle/active modes 

• Maintaining high efficiency is even more challenging

31Sources: [Piyare 2018]Fig. 3: Route taken to evaluate
the mote communication range using
Rime unicast application.
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Fig. 5: In-lab measurement of the power
consumption of the mote under different
operation modes.

collection, and multi-hop communication [7]. It also supports
uIPv6 stack comprising 6LoWPAN, RPL IPV6 routing, TCP,
UDP, and CoAP.

We ran a simple Rime unicast application where the sensor
mote generates and sends a 16B data packet at every 10 s to
the base station. We place the BS connected to a laptop near
the office window in the FBK building. The sensor mote was
carried along the route shown in Fig. 3 to estimate the coverage
range of the mote. Along the data packet, we also collected the
received signal strength (RSSI) and the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) obtained from the radio abstraction layer in Contiki and
is plotted in Fig. 4. The LoRa radio was configured with the
transmit power of 14 dBm, bandwidth of 500 kHz, spreading
factor of 12, and a coding rate of 4/6.

It is worth mentioning that the evaluated route is slightly
hilly, with an 8-10m height difference from the location of
the BS to the end of the route. Along the route, there are a
few vegetation and buildings preventing LOS communication.
Nevertheless, at the distance of 600m, the BS was still able
to receive the data packets over 95% reliability with RSSI
>−120 dBm. The minimal RSSI required to successfully
communicate with the BS is −140 dBm [8], indicating that
in our measurement, the maximal communication range has
not been reached and we aim to explore this in the future.
The SNR values in the evaluation, range from 32 to -70. The
negative SNR value is due to the non-LOS communication.

B. Hardware micro-benchmarking

Next, we conduct the power profiling of the whole prototype
in different modes. In WSN, various power management
techniques can be used to achieve low-power operation. This
involves putting components like MCU and radio transceiver
in an ultra low-power state when not used by the applications
to reduce power consumption. Wake-up receivers are a novel
hardware solution to achieve low-power, asynchronous com-
munication among nodes [9]. For benchmarking the prototype,
we exploit the wake-up receiver technique. In this evaluation,
the MSP430 and the LoRa transceiver spends most of its
duty cycle in a low-power deep sleep. The external interrupt
line is enabled that triggers the MSP430 out of sleep mode
when a valid wake-up signal is received over the wake-up
receiver interface. Once the MCU is awake, it turns on the
main transceiver for exchanging data. For data collection, we

utilize the single-hop unicast primitive provided by the Rime

stack. The power consumed by the mote in different modes
is illustrated in Fig. 5. When the MCU is in a sleep state
with the wake-up receiver actively listening, the mote draws
1.83µW of power. This consumption rises to 284µW when
the wake-up receiver is decoding the node address. The LoRa
transmission at 14 dBm consumes 240mW and 50mW in
reception, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To narrow the barrier between testing and deployment of
LoRa networks, this paper presents the design, implemen-
tation, and evaluation of a low-cost LoRa platform. To use
our platform as a starter kit for research and teaching LoRa
technology, we also ported the ContikiOS. This will allow
researchers to design and explore energy efficient protocols
for LoRa networks. Both, our hardware and software designs
are released as an open-source framework, KRATOS. We
encourage the community to download our code, fabricate
LoRa mote, and write applications. We envision that KRATOS
can be used to accelerate research on LoRa networks for large-
scale deployments without building prototypes and products
from scratch.
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In an earlier slide, we talked about the large variation of power consumption depending on the operation mode. And here’s a more specific example. It’s the power consumption profile of a low-power wide 
area network device for implementing wireless IoT network. 

As you can see, when the wireless module is just listening and the microcontroller is sleeping, it consumes less than 2 uW. On the other hand, when the device is actively sending data, it consumes 240 mW. 
That is a 120,000 times difference. This is exactly why it is difficult to make the power source, converter, and storage that are efficient all the time. We are not going to talk about how to deal with such a wide 
variation in this talk, but again, it’s important to understand the dynamic characteristics of the load. It’s not sufficient to know just the average power consumption.



ENERGY LOSSES IN POWER SUBSYSTEMS
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Let’s go back to the overall architecture. 

Now you know that energy loss is everywhere. Every step of the energy flow involves energy loss, small or large. 

There will be conversion losses at different stages of power conversion between the source, the load, and the storage. 

Storing energy will also cost some energy loss due to charge/discharge loss and leakage. 

If you understand this architecture, and if you understand where the energy loss occurs, you can do better than just individual component-level design optimization.



POWER SUBSYSTEM-AWARE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

• Maximum power point 
tracking (MMPT) 

• Solar cell array design 
optimization
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For example, when designing an energy harvesting IoT device, it is important to design the power source, the converter, and the storage all at the same time to maximize the energy efficiency. 

The design techniques that should be considered include maximum power point tracking and solar cell array optimization.



• Solar cell array design optimization 

‣ Finding optimal series and parallel 
connection of solar cells at design time and 
runtime

POWER SUBSYSTEM-AWARE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

• Maximum power point tracking 
(MMPT) 

‣ Adjusting output voltage or current or 
maximize output power
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Figure 5: V-I curves of a 7⇥10 PV array.
Determination of the supercapacitor bank capacitance is also cou-
pled with the PV array configuration. We must jointly optimize how
many series and parallel connections of PV cells within a PV array
should be established given the supercapacitor capacitance.

We name the overall PV-supercapacitor system efficiency opti-
mization as maximum power transfer tracking (MPTT) design. The
MPTT design can be formally described as follows:

• Given: The energy requirement Ereq and the maximum voltage
rating Vrating.

• Prerequisite: PV module characteristics, charger efficiency model,
and solar irradiance profile G.

• Objective: i) Find a n⇥m PV array configuration which min-
imizes n · m while meeting E(tsunset) � Ereq; and ii) given the
n⇥m configuration, find a supercapacitor bank capacitance C
that maximizes the energy efficiency while meeting Vcap(tsunset) 
Vrating.

It is possible to have Vcap(t), for some t, higher than Vcap(tsunset) due
to the self-discharge. However, we assume this is negligible, as we
will see in the following section for a half-day storage.

3.3 Maximum Power Transfer Point
Figure 5(a) shows Vpv and Ppv variations according to Ipv with

four different irradiance values. Even with the same irradiance, we
can see a significant change in Ppv. The MPPT methods discussed in
Section 3.1 can be used to find the maximum Ppv regardless of the
irradiance.

However, if we take the charger efficiency into account, the P-I
curve we have to consider is the Pcharge-Icharge curve shown in Fig-
ure 5(b), rather than the Ppv-Ipv curve of Figure 5(a). Since the x-axis
is Icharge, the y-axis Pcharge is linearly proportional to the Icharge when
Vcap is given. The maximum Pcharge values, marked by squares, are
the maximum power transfer (MPT) points. Beyond this point, fur-
ther increment of Icharge causes a rapid drop of Vpv. The Vpv values
at the MPT points are not the same as the Vpv values at the MPP,
and Pcharge at the MPT point is slightly lower than Ppv at the MPP
because h < 1.

Our proposed MPTT keeps tracking (Vpv, Ipv) which may be slightly
different from that of conventional MPPT, to guarantee the maximum
amount of power transferred to the load at all times rather than the
maximum power extracted from the PV module. Note that the pro-
posed MPTT always outperforms the conventional MPPT in terms
of net energy delivery to the load regardless of environmental condi-
tions.
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Figure 6: Energy accumulation trace of a 7⇥10 PV array.
Pcharge at the MPT is determined not only by G, but also by the

current value of Vcap. Figure 6(a) is the surface that consists of the
maximum Pcharge values of a 7⇥10 PV array in the G�Vcap domain.
We may draw a trace of

�
Vcap(t),G(t)

�
pairs on this surface with the

solar irradiance set to a meaningful value in t 2 [tsunrise, tsunset ]. For
instance, the white lines are the traces when C is 300 F, 3,000 F
or 30,000 F. For illustration purpose, we set G(tnoon) = 900 W/m2.
Initially, Vcap(tsunrise) = 0 V. From (5), the value of Pcharge �Pleak is
the gradient of Ecap. Figure 6(b) shows the supercapacitor’s energy,
Ecap as t elapses. Right after the sun rises, G is low and Pcharge is
also low, and Ecap increases slowly. Generally, with a reasonable
supercapacitor of C, Pcharge has the maximum values during the day,
and Echarge increases most rapidly at noon (t = tnoon). The sampling
points in Figures 6(a) and (b) are matched with each other in terms
of t. Ecap slightly decreases in the evening due to leakage of the
supercapacitor such that Pleak > Pcharge in the evening.

4. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

4.1 PV Array and the Pcharge Surface
The configuration of the PV array determines the shape and mag-

nitude of the Pcharge surface in the G�Vcap domain. The total num-
ber of PV modules is N = n · m, which determines the magnitude of
the Pcharge surface. Evidently the more PV modules are used, the
higher power can be achieved. We define Ppeak and Vopt of a Pcharge
surface as

Ppeak = max
8Vcap

�
Pcharge

�
G(tnoon),Vcap

��
, (7)

Vopt = argmax
Vcap

�
Pcharge

�
G(tnoon),Vcap

��
, (8)

which gives the maximum possible power that goes to the superca-
pacitor and its corresponding condition, with an n⇥m PV array. The
values of n and m determine the location of Ppeak and Vopt . As n
increases, Vopt increases almost linearly. To achieve the maximum
Pcharge when G is the maximum (t = tnoon), Vcap(tnoon) should be
equal to Vopt such that Pcharge(tnoon) = Ppeak.

4.2 Supercapacitor Size and Harvested Energy
It is shown in Figure 7 that Vcap is a critical factor for Pcharge.

From (3), Vcap is inversely proportional to C. Therefore the deter-
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Fig. 11. Prototype of the proposed MPPT controller and boost con-
verter. The proposed system has been implemented with an MSP430
LaunchPad Value Line Development Kit from Texas Instruments (TI) and
it only requires a minimal number of external parts.

Fig. 12. Flowchart for ∆T2 measurement in the timer ISR of
MSP430G2553 microcontroller. The ISR is called every time the status
of comparator output changes. A 1-MHz internal counter is used to
calculate the switching time.

chosen to be 30 Ω. This results ((R3 + R4)/R4) ≈ 1. Thus, the
hysteresis voltage band thresholds can be rewritten as

VthH = VREF (31)

VthL = VREF − 0.1V. (32)

The switching time ∆T2 is measured using the compara-
tor interrupt service routine (ISR) and internal counter of
MSP430G2553. The interrupt is triggered every time the output
of the comparator changes its status. The counter is incre-
mented at 1-MHz frequency and the on- and off-duration of the
MOSFET can be easily obtained using the difference between
counter reads. The flowchart of ISR is shown in Fig. 12.

B. Experimental Setup

The boost converter used in the experiment consists of a
450-µH inductor (RC-7, Triad Magnetics, CA), an N-channel
MOSFET (NTD4906N-35G, ON Semiconductor, AZ), a
Schottky diode (BAT46, STMicroelectronics, Switzerland),
and a 3-F 2.5-V supercapacitor (M1020-2R5305-R, Cooper

Fig. 13. Experimental setup.

Fig. 14. P−V curves of given temperature differentials. Measured
powers and MPPs, and calculated power curves are plotted. It can be
seen the operating points are controlled at the peak of P−V curves.

Fig. 15. I–V characteristics of given temperature differentials. Mea-
sured output currents and MPPs, and calculated current characteristics
are plotted. It can be seen that the MPPs are controlled at the operating
points where VTEG = OCV/2.

Bussmann, MO). A generic potentiometer (1 MΩ) was used to
control the load current. The power prototype converter is also
shown in Fig. 11.
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In energy-harvesting devices, the converter and the storage should be aware of the maximum power point of the power source. Like mentioned earlier, energy harvesting is maximized at a certain current draw 
point, so using the energy storage to keep the current draw at that point regardless of the actual load current is very important. This operation is called maximum power point tracking, or MPPT. In most 
energy-harvesting devices, this is a must, and the converter should be able to perform this operation. 

Also, the design of the energy harvesting device should be aware of the rest of the system. For example, how to connect small solar cells in series and in parallel to make a big panel determines the voltage-
current characteristics of the panel, hence the overall energy efficiency. The connection and the design of the power converter should be done in a holistic manner to maximize the power efficiency.



FLEXIBLE SOLAR CELL MODELING AND DESIGN

• Flexible solar cells on wearable devices are bent 

• Energy harvesting will be substantially reduced 

• Exactly modeling and power management is important
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Fig. 1. Wearable IoT devices powered by a flexible PV-cell.

Fig. 2. The P-V curve of a flexible PV-cell for a constant radiation intensity G = 1000 W /m2 and elevation
angle α = 50◦ when is flat and bent.

energy, body heat and motion. We envision an application scenario where the wearable device is
primarily powered through the harvested energy with a small battery serving as a backup, as
shown in Figure 1. Flexible harvesting sources are necessary for wearable applications, since they
can conform to human body and clothing. Flexible photovoltaic cells (PV-cells), in particular, offer
superior outdoor and competitive indoor power density to other alternatives. They can deliver
10 − 100 mW /cm2 outdoors and 100 µW /cm2 indoors [19]. In comparison, flexible thermoelectric
generators (TEG) generate 3.8mW /cm2 at ∆T = 50 K [10] and piezoelectric generators provide up
to 101 µW /cm3 with 1 kд f [9].

The amount of power harvested from a PV-cell is determined by the operating point on the
current–voltage (I–V) curve. The voltage and current values that maximize the harvested power
is called the maximum power point (MPP). Both the MPP and harvested power are a strong func-
tion of the physical flexibility of a PV-cell. To demonstrate this impact, we performed experi-
ments with a rectangular FlexSolarCell flexible PV SP3-12 unit with length L = 50.8 mm and width
W = 12.7 mm [6]. We observe that the power produced by this unit degrades significantly under
bending. In particular, R = 40 mm radius of curvature leads to 56.7% degradation in maximum har-
vested power, for a constant radiation intensityG. Our measurements also show that the MPP can
change significantly when the PV-cell is bent, as illustrated using the △ and ▽ markers in Figure 2.
Therefore, finding the location of the MPP is important to maximize the harvested power. Fur-
thermore, PV models, such as Sandia PV Array Performance Model [11] and parameter extraction
methods [21], rely on it to reproduce the I-V curve.

The MPP changes as a function of the load current, radiation and temperature. Therefore, a vari-
ety of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms are proposed to maximize the harvested
power [2, 5, 20]. MPPT algorithms run in conjunction with a DC–DC converter and an MPPT con-
troller. The controller regulates input voltage or current of the converter, as shown in Figure 1. For
example, the maximum power point voltage VMP P decreases (increases) as the radiation intensity
reduces (grows), while the ratio of theVMP P to the open circuit voltage, i.e., (VMP P/VOC ), does not

ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 16, No. 5s, Article 156. Publication date: September 2017.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of bending and major parameters.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the inclination angle.

(where 0 ≤ α , β ≤ π ) of the flat cell. The first term indicates the angle of light source from the
ground surface as marked with⃝1 in Figure 3, while the second term indicates the inclination angle
of the PV-cell from the ground surface. For clarity, the flat PV-cell is plotted parallel to the ground
in Figure 3, i.e., the inclination angle β = 0. A more general illustration is depited in Figure 4.

The amount of radiation received by the PV-cell is equal to the radiation intensity G, when the
light rays are orthogonal to the PV-cell surface. However, if the light source has an elevation angle
α or the PV-cell has an inclination angle β , the radiation at the PV-cell surface can be expressed
as:

λ =

! L
2

−L
2

! W

0
G · sin(α + β ) dwdl (1)

where L and W indicate the length and the width of the PV-cell, respectively [3]. For simplicity,
we only consider α and β where 0 ≤ α , β ≤ π

2 because sin function in the interval [ π
2 ,π ] is

symmetric with that of [0, π
2 ]. Since the radiation intensity, elevation and inclination angles are
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Here is another interesting research on solar energy harvesting on wearable IoT devices. 

Flexibility is a huge advantage in wearable IoT devices. If a device is flat and rigid, it’s not going to be comfortable to wear, especially if the device is big. 

But if there’s a solar cell on the wearable device, the flexility is now a problem. Solar energy harvesting efficiency is best when the angle of incidence is 0 degree, in other words, when the light hits the solar 
cell from directly above. However, when the solar cell is bent, some part of it will receive strong light, but other part will receive weaker light because the direction is not direct. As a result, the total amount 
energy it can generate will be much less than what it would when it’s flat. So it is important to model the exact amount of energy harvesting from a bent solar cell for precise power management.



POWER SUBSYSTEM-AWARE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

• Battery-aware power 
management 

• Hybrid energy storage
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You can also simultaneously optimize the design of the load, the converter, and the energy storage when the storage is the critical component.



• Hybrid energy storage 

‣ Taking advantage of heterogeneous energy 
storage devices

POWER SUBSYSTEM-AWARE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

• Battery-aware power management 

‣ Reducing peak power consumption to 
increase effective energy capacity

37Sources: [Rakhmatov 2003] [Jiang 2005]Fig. 3. Supercapacitor leakage under load

Type Op. Memory Density Cycle Leakage Charging
Volt. (Wh/kg) (%/Month)

NiCad 1.2 Yes 50 1200* 15 Simple
NiMH 1.2 Yes 70 300 30 Simple
Lithium 3.7 No 100+ 500 8 Complex

*

Deep cycles

Fig. 4. Rechargeable Battery Comparison

Figure 2 can be represented by the equation
Z

t

(PIN (t)� PLEAK(t))dt =
1
2
CV 2

max �
Z

t

PLEAK(t)dt

Let us assume the consumer has the power consumption pattern
of Eq.2 where Vsupply(t) is the voltage of E1(t), POUT becomes
PCAV G =

q
2E1(t)

C
IAV G. Eq.3 becomes

E1(t) = [
1
2
CV 2

max �
Z

t

PLEAK(t)dt]�
Z

t

r
2
E1(t)

C
IAV Gdt (4)

Since the node dies when supply voltage goes below a minimum
value, we are interested in the graph of V1(t) =

q
2E1(t)

C
. For

a consumer with a duty cycle of 1%, active current of 10mA and
negligible sleep current, V1(t) is graphed in Figure 3.
Choosing the best capacitance means maximizing t while keeping

V (t) above the minimum operating voltage. From Figure 3, we
observe that bigger capacitance is not better–22F performs better than
both 10F and 50F.
Configuration of supercapacitors also play an important role in

maximizing t of V1(t). Configuration refers to series or parallel
combination of supercapacitors. The leakage of supercapacitors is
proportional to the energy level (or quadratically proportional to
voltage since E = 1

2CV 2). We can lower leakage by wiring two
supercapacitors in series. This results in half the total capacitance, but
the decrease in leakage is greater due to the quadratic dependence on
voltage. Wiring the capacitors in parallel increases capacitance, but
the increase in leakage makes this solution impractical. More complex
configurations such as parallel of series of capacitors or vise-versa
are also possible but are not desirable due to greater leakage.

D. Secondary Buffer
When the primary buffer is exhausted, the secondary buffer is

used. It needs to hold energy for a long period of time and have

Fig. 5. Prometheus: Perpetual Self Sustaining Telos Mote

low leakage but not charged or discharged frequently. Rechargeable
batteries meet many of these requirements. There are several types
including NiCad, NiMH, and Lithium (Ion / Polymer), each with
advantages and disadvantages shown in Figure 4.
Lithium rechargeable has the lowest leakage, highest density,

high recharge cycles, and provides high voltage with a single cell.
However, more complex charging circuits are required to prevent
harmful effects that reduce the lifetime of the battery.
While the primary buffer is charged by environmental energy, the

secondary buffer can be charged either by environmental energy or
by the primary buffer. If the secondary buffer is NiMH or NiCad,
it is possible to charge it directly using environmental energy to
reduce complexity. For lithium batteries, they must be charged from
the primary buffer where energy is stable and pulsing is possible.
Charging could be done either using entirely hardware, such as dedi-
cated charging chip, or using a combination of software and hardware.
Charging chips are designed for laptops and use Coulomb counters
which require the chip to be always on. This power consumption is
greater than the battery leakage and is not tolerable. Instead, software
enables more complex schemes that prolong the secondary buffer’s
lifetime.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented our energy transfer system on a prototyping

board that connects to the Berkeley Telos sensor through its 10-pin
connector. As seen in Figure 5, our board replaces the battery pack
with a solar panel, two super capacitors, and a small Li+ battery. The
block diagram of our system is shown in Figure 1. The component
choices and their characteristics are described in this section.

A. Hardware Selection
We used Sunceram’s 37x82mm solar panel [9] due to its large

availability and low price ($15 retail). The 37x82mm panel fits our
Telos nicely and its 4.5V output matches the 5V maximum voltage
of our primary buffer.
We used supercapacitors from Aerogel [10] due to their relatively

small leakage. They have a maximum voltage rating of 2.5V, but
our solar panel outputs 4.8V. Instead of using a diode to cap the
voltage, we wired two supercapacitors in series to reduce leakage. If
we operate Telos at 1% duty cycle, the average power consumption
is 20mA+99⇤5uA

100 = 205uA. Using Figure 3, we chose 22F superca-
pacitors.
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Fig. 3. Physical picture of our model.

define a charge-based cost function to be used in battery lifetime optimization
procedures.

A battery consists of a positive (cathode) and negative (anode) electrode that
are separated by an electrolyte. During the discharge phase, the anode re-
leases electrons to the external circuit and the cathode accepts electrons from
the circuit. The chemical processes are reversed during the charging phase. We
assume that the battery is symmetric, and therefore the chemical processes
at both electrodes are identical. Figure 3 illustrates a highly simplified, one-
dimensional view of the battery operation. Initially, when the system is in equi-
librium, the electroactive species are uniformly distributed across the linear
diffusion region of width w (Figure 3(a)).

Once a load is attached to the battery, the external flow of electrons is estab-
lished, and the electrochemical reaction results in reduction of the number of
species near the electrode. Thus, a nonzero concentration gradient is created
across the electrolyte (Figure 3(b)), and the laws of diffusion apply. If the load
is switched off, then the concentration near the electrode surface will start to
increase, or recover (Figure 3(c)), due to diffusion, and eventually, the concen-
tration gradient will become zero again. The electroactive species will again be-
come uniformly distributed in the electrolyte; however, the concentration level
will be smaller than the initial value. Finally, once the concentration of the
electroactive species at the electrode surface drops below a threshold, the reac-
tion can no longer be sustained and the battery is considered to be discharged
(Figure 3(d)).

ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 2, No. 3, August 2003.

Battery-aware power management is an example. Due to the slow chemical reaction inside the battery, the total amount of actual energy varies by how you draw power out of it. Drawing high power results in 
reduced usable energy. So it is good to draw a small amount power over a long duration than drawing a large amount of power over a short duration. It is a common technique to prolong the lifetime of 
battery-powered devices. 

Another design technique in this category is hybrid energy storage. Both batteries and supercapacitors have their own pros and cons. What if we use both of them? Can we take advantages of the both and hide 
their drawbacks? This is what hybrid energy storage aims to achieve. It’s a common technique for large-scale energy storage, but it’s not impossible for small IoT devices, as shown in this picture.



REMOVING CONVERTERS AND STORAGE
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Now that we talked about how to optimize the design of the source, converter, storage, and load components of IoT devices, let me introduce a more radical design approach for low-power IoT devices. 

We know energy loss happens in every step of this energy flow from the source to the load when converting, charging, and discharging enery. This is bad. Can we somehow eliminate all these losses? Is it 
possible to get rid of the intermediate steps and directly connect the source and the load?



INTERMITTENTLY POWERED SYSTEMS

• Eliminates power converters and energy storage 

• Runs only when ambient energy is available (e.g., daytime or running) 

• Otherwise, no activity at all
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Source Load

Loss due to voltage/current mismatch

Intermittently powered systems

Then we should be able to eliminate the energy loss due to conversion and charge/discharge cycles. 

But obviously, this dramatic change in the architecture brings some problems. 

First of all, the device will work only when the power source generates power. If the power source is a solar cell, the device can work only when there is sunlight, and it will be turned off when there is no 
sunlight. The device’s operation will be totally subject to the ambient energy availability. 

Such systems are called “intermittently powered systems”. There is no persistent source of energy to keep the system running. 

Well, this sounds problematic. How such systems can be useful?



APPLICATIONS OF INTERMITTENTLY POWERED SYSTEMS

• Data usefulness coincides with energy availability 

‣ e.g., body motion sensing is useful only when moving and hence kinetic energy harvesting 
is available 

• Collection of partial, incomplete computation meets requirements 

‣ e.g., individual solar-power sensors can be temporarily disabled when shaded but may be 
able to monitor the area as a network and reconstruct the missing data
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We can imagine two cases where intermittently powered systems find their use. 

First, when the data is useful only when energy is available. If we know the data is not going to be useful when the there is no energy to harvest, we can adopt this system design. For example, imagine a 
wearable device for body motion sensing. When there is no body movement, there’s no kinetic energy to harvest, but there is nothing to measure too. Body motion sensing data is useful only when there is 
kinetic energy to harvest, so in this case, the kinetic energy harvester can directly connected to the load with minimal rectification without any regulation. 

Another case that intermittently powered systems can be useful is when a multitude of devices are collectively perform required functionality. Consider a network of solar-powered devices monitoring a 
certain area. Even if some of the devices are disabled, the expected functionality can be accomplished by the rest of the devices nearby. So in this case, the solar cell can be directly connected to the load 
without MPPT converter or energy storage.



ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR INTERMITTENTLY POWERED SYSTEMS

• Non-volatile memory for system checkpointing [Ransford 2011] 

‣ Use flash memory for storing system state when power outage is expected 

‣ Time and energy overhead for checkpointing and restore 

• Random-access low-power non-volatile memory [Jayakumar 2014b] [Balsamo 2015]
[Rodriguez Arreola 2015] 

‣ Non-volatile memory used for program execution (e.g., ferroelectric RAM or resistive RAM) 

‣ Low-power in-situ checkpointing 

• Fast non-volatile flip-flops (FFs) [Wang 2012] [Khanna  2014] [Sakimura 2014] 

‣ Processor core is non-volatile and no explicit checkpointing is required
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How to store system status and resume computation when power is back?

This sounds like a good idea to increase energy efficiency, but it also introduces a new challenge, which is “how to store the system status and resume computation when power is back?” If power is lost 
during computation, the current status should be saved to resume computation later when power is back. However, because power can be lost anytime, the energy overhead of saving and restoring the system 
status can be significant depending on the amount of data to be stored and how they are stored. 

// I will not go in detail of the techniques to deal with this challenge, but most of the recent advances in this approach have been mainly enabled by emerging device technologies, such as non-volatile memory 
elements including ferroelectric RAM and flipflops. If you are interested in how these device technologies have enabled energy-efficient intermittently powered systems, please refer to these papers.



STORAGE-LESS AND CONVERTER-LESS MPPT

• Ferroelectric flipflop-based 
microcontroller 

• No battery, no supercapacitor 
as energy storage 

• Only a small bulk capacitor 
(~4.7 μF) 

‣ When turned on it can run only a 
few ms 

‣ Voltage fluctuates between 2.77 V 
and 2.97 V 

• Turned on and off very 
frequently (every 20 ms)
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and controller power dissipation [8]. Moreover, conventional energy
harvesting system is typically equipped with two stages DC-DC
converters, as shown in Fig. 5(a). One is the input-stage power
converter, which is typically an MPPT converter that charges the
energy storage device with the PV module power. The other is
a voltage regulator at the output stage. This two-stage converter
system significantly degrades the power efficiency of the whole PV
energy harvesting system. It would give a great potential to achieve
tremendous power efficiency enhancement if we remove the power
converters from a PV energy harvesting system.

C. Nonvolatile Processor

A nonvolatile processor is highly desired in a very frequent DPM
because of its extremely low overheads in system states backup and
recovery [9]. A recent work fabricated a nonvolatile microprocessor
named THU1010N using a 130 nm ferroelectric technology from
Rohm, where nonvolatile elements are incorporated into each con-
ventional volatile flip-flop [10]. Data movement between flip-flops
and their local nonvolatile elements are performed in parallel, thus
expediting the backup and recovery processes.

TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE NONVOLATILE MICROPROCESSOR USED IN

EVALUATION PROTOTYPE.

Component Part No. Voltage Range Power
Consumption

Transition Overhead
Backup Recovery

NVCPU THU1010N 2.7 V −3.6 V 5.78 mW 8 µs 3 µs

Table II summarizes the power consumption and transition over-
heads of the THU1010N nonvolatile microprocessor that we use in
the proposed storage-less and converter-less PV energy harvesting
system with MPPT. The backup and recovery time of the nonvolatile
microprocessor are only 8 µs and 3 µs, respectively, being three to
four orders of magnitude faster than typical microprocessors.

III. STORAGE-LESS AND CONVERTER-LESS MPPT

A. System Architecture

Fig. 5(a) illustrates the architecture of conventional solar energy
harvesting system, which is in a typical two-tier setup. The MPPT
charger maintains the PV operation at the MPP, extracting as much
power as possible from the PV module, and stores it in the energy
storage device. The harvested energy is retrieved from the storage
device and delivered to the load device via power converters.

We mitigate the efficiency loss caused by the DC-DC converters,
the degradation of lifetime, weight, volume stemmed from the energy
storage unit, and the potential high cost incurred from both of them,

MPPT/MPTT
Charger

PV 
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Battery
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Supercap

DC-DC 
Converter MCU

ROM
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(a) Conventional energy harvesting system.
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(b) The proposed storage-less and converter-less PV energy harvesting
system.

Fig. 5. System diagram of the conventional and proposed architecture.

proposing a novel storage-less and converter-less architecture shown
in Fig. 5(b). We connect the PV module to the electronics devices,
the nonvolatile microprocessor, an OTP (one-time programming)
ROM and peripherals, via a load switch. The MPP tracker (omitted
in Fig. 5(b)) continuously turns on and off the load switch. The
MPP controller controls the effective duty cycle of the nonvolatile
microprocessor. This control process acts like the MPP tracking with
the PV module current steering as the load switch turns on and off
faster than the cut off frequency of the PV module. We keep the
PV module output voltage close to the MPP voltage at all times. We
carefully select the PV module that has the MPP voltage close to the
legal operating voltage of the semiconductor devices. This makes the
PV energy harvesting system operational without power converters
nor an energy storage device while performing the MPPT.

There is a bulk capacitor connected in parallel with the PV cell.
It extends the time constant of the PV module so that the PV
module time constant may match with the feasible DPM period of
the nonvolatile microprocessor. There is a decoupling capacitor on
the load side, which maintains power integrity of the semiconductor
devices.

Table III summarizes the power consumption and transition over-
heads of the components that we use in the evaluation prototype. The
ROM is used as a code storage.

TABLE III
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE COMPONENTS USED IN EVALUATION PROTOTYPE.

Component Part No. Power
Consumption

Transition Overhead
Backup Recovery

ROM AT27LV010A 16.50 mW 0 2 µs
Load Switch TPS27081 0.31 mW 0 250 ns

Clock 74HC14 2.84 mW 0 2 µs
Other Peripheral LCD and Sensors 14.56 mW N/A N/A

B. The MPPT with Fine-Grain Dynamic Power Management

We achieve the MPPT with fine-grain DPM of the nonvolatile
microprocessor and associated peripherals. We adjust the average
load current, as a result of the DPM, and attempt to match the load
equivalent resistance with the internal resistance of the PV module.
We turn on the nonvolatile microprocessor and its peripherals when
the PV module output voltage is higher than the upper threshold,
Vh (see Fig. 4). The PV module output voltage decreases as the
load devices are connected to the PV module and the load current
is higher than the MPP current. We assume the PV module size is
over-designed if the load current is lower than the MPP current. The
PV module output voltage becomes lower than the MPP voltage and
then even lower than the lower threshold, Vl . The MPP controller
switches off, and the PV module voltage recovers and goes back
to Vh. This control policy maintains the PV module output voltage
within [Vl ,Vh]. We do not consider expensive dynamic voltage and
frequency control in this paper.

A traditional microprocessor saves the data in volatile registers
into a nonvolatile memory, for example a discrete FeRAM or Flash,
before power-off and restores back to the their original places
after power-on. Such context saving and restoration is done serially
in conventional systems, and is very slow due to the limited IO
bandwidth, resulting in large time and energy overheads. On the other
hand, with a nonvolatile microprocessor, system states backup and
recovery is no longer the bottleneck when we perform DPM.

IV. PROPERTIES OF STORAGE-LESS AND CONVERTER-LESS
MPPT

We assume the load power consumption during the state transition
(Pon,o f f for backup and Po f f ,on for recovery) is the same as the power
consumption in ON state (Pon), i.e., Pon = Pon,o f f = Po f f ,on. The
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Sources: [Wang 2014]
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Fig. 9. Effects of the Cbulk on (a) DPM period and (b) Energy loss.

frequent, and therefore lower the energy loss due to them. This is also
why the system efficiency improves as Cbulk increases, as observed
in Fig. 8.

The overall efficiency of the proposed system reaches up to 95.4%
if we enlarge the bulk capacitor to 47 µF . Enlarging the bulk capacitor
size also improves the efficiency of the volatile microprocessor
baseline. Nevertheless, the proposed system would still outperform
the volatile microprocessor baseline because of its low transition
overheads.

D. Prototype Board

We implement an evaluation prototype following Fig. 5(b) to
validate the functionality and analysis of the proposed system. Fig. 10
is a photograph of the proposed storage-less and converter-less PV
energy harvesting system with MPPT. The board contains a PV
module, load switches, a nonvolatile microprocessor, an instruction
memory, a clock module, measuring interfaces, testing interfaces,
voltage regulators and an MSP430 micro-controller for the DPM
control. The MSP430 is only used for development purpose. It is
powered separately from an external power supply. A low-power
CMOS circuit will replace MSP430 in the final design. The voltage
regulators are also used for development purpose. They are bypassed
in the proposed system. The instruction memory for the nonvolatile
microprocessor is a one time programmable (OTP) ROM with a start-
up time of 2 µs.

The PV cell output voltage and DPM control signal waveform
captured from the evaluation prototype board are shown in Fig. 11,
with Cbulk = 47µF , Cdecoup = 20nF and the nonvolatile micropro-
cessor THU1010N running a counting program. The PV cell output
voltage, depicted by the upper curve, swings within the MPP window
of [2.77 V,2.97 V ] under control of the DPM control signal.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a breakthrough idea for maintenance-free
long-lasting low-cost photovoltaic (PV) energy harvesting system.
The proposed idea is a radical change of conventional design concept:
use of the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) charger, an
energy storage device, and a voltage regulator. These components
are root causes of high cost, a short lifetime, large volume, and

Fig. 10. Photograph of the prototype board for evaluation.
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Fig. 11. Waveform of the evaluation prototype board in operation.

heavy weight. We eliminate the energy storage device and power
converters (the charger and regulator) and directly connect the PV
cell to the microprocessor. We perform MPPT through a very fine-
grain dynamic power management of the nonvolatile microprocessor
in every a few hundred microseconds. The efficiency benefit is
significant. We achieve an overall system efficiency of 84.5%, and the
proposed method makes the PV energy harvesting system operational
even with a very weak solar irradiance. The benefits in terms of cost,
volume and weight are even higher, and lifetime extension is not even
comparable.
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Let me briefly introduce how these systems work. 

Here’s an example system. If you look at the circuit diagram, there’s a solar cell on the left, and there’s a microcontroller, memory, and other peripherals on the right. But there is no power converter in 
between. The only component between the source and the load is a MOSFET switch. The switch directly connects the solar cell to the load components, and there is only a tiny bulk capacitor on the source 
side. Its capacitance is only 4.7 uF, which is not big storage energy for long-term operation. 

So, how does it work? 

The switch closes and lets power flow when the bulk capacitor is charged to a certain level, in this case 2.97 V. And when the bulk capacitor is discharged to a certain level, in this case 2.77 V, the switch 
opens and disconnects the load from the source. Because the capacitor is so small, this switching between charging and discharging is very frequent. In this operation example, the switching frequency is 50 
Hz. The microcontroller is turned on only for about 8 ms, and turned off for 12 ms. 

8 ms is a very short period. Conventional microcontroller won’t be able to even boot up within 8 ms. This is possible in this system because the the microcontroller uses non-volatile ferroelectric flip-flops. So 
even if power is suddenly lost, it can continue computation when power is back without any backup and restore operation.  

By frequently turning on and off the microcontroller so that the average current draw matches the maximum power point current, this system achieves maximum power point tracking without any energy 
storage.



• FRAM memory-based microcontroller 

• No battery, no supercapacitor as energy storage 

• Checkpointing (saving system status) when power loss is anticipated

UNIFIED FRAM-BASED MICROCONTROLLER

43Sources: [Jayakumar 2014b]

On the next power up, a set checkpoint flag launches the
QUICKRECALL boot sequence that recalls the system state. It
begins by restoring the stack pointer following which, the MCU
and peripheral subsystems are re-initialized. The stack pointer
is restored initially so that the re-initialization routine may use
the remainder of the stack without corrupting the checkpointed
portion of the stack. QUICKRECALL’s boot sequence then stalls
execution till the supply voltage surpasses the trigger voltage.
Note that, even though the peripherals have been initialized,
if the MCU powers off before achieving the trigger voltage,
the previous state remains intact as the ISR is not triggered.
Otherwise, all the registers are reinstated and the checkpoint
flag is cleared. QUICKRECALL resumes by re-entering the ISR
(Figure 2). The ISR returns, the program context is popped
from the stack and the program continues execution oblivious
to the power interruption.

QUICKRECALL supports all normal programming paradigms
including dynamic memory allocation and nested interrupts.
Dynamic memory allocation requires no additional perfor-
mance overhead as the heap is also retained in-situ in the non-
volatile memory. The data in the heap is stored as a linked-list
structure in the FRAM. The memory allocation engine stores
the control variables used to keep track of free and allocated
heap segments in the bss. Since QUICKRECALL retains the
state of bss across power cycles, the heap and the memory
allocation engine work seamlessly across power cycles without
presenting any overhead. Enabling nested interrupts facilitates
the QUICKRECALL ISR to be triggered. Note that nested
interrupts are not enabled for the QUICKRECALL interrupt
vector to perform checkpointing.

V. DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the implementation and experimental
setup for QUICKRECALL.

A. Experimental setup

Fig. 3. Experimental Setup

Figure 3 shows our experimental setup. We use the Texas
Instruments, MSP-EXP430FR5739 Experimenter’s board [11]
for implementing QUICKRECALL. The board is equipped with
an MSP430FR5739 microcontroller that has 1KB of SRAM
and 16KB of FRAM [4]. An Analog Devices comparator
(CMP401), is interfaced with the GPIO pins to provide a
digital signal output after comparing a reference Vtrig to the
microcontroller’s Vdd. To supply a variable Vdd, we used
a function generator and supplied a square wave at varying
frequencies and duty cycles. The observed positive supply
voltage gradient for the function generator was 1000V/s.

We modified the linker to allocate the data, bss, stack,
and heap sections to the on-chip FRAM. Note that while the
system reboots across power cycles, the global variables should
not be initialized again. Hence they are defined in the bss
section of the code. The initialization routine that configures
the MCU and peripherals, like setting GPIO directions, clock
frequency, etc., are defined in a function (say foo()). foo()
is invoked in both the main() function and QUICKRECALL
boot sequence. Lastly, we modified the boot sequence and the
environment pre-initialization routines as shown in Figure 2 to
implement QUICKRECALL.

Fig. 4. Microcontroller State with Vdd

B. Determining Vtrig

The choice of a suitable Vtrig is crucial for QUICKRECALL
to avoid unwanted wait periods and incomplete checkpoints.
The MSP430FR5739 has a non-programmable internal Supply
Voltage Supervisor (SVS) that monitors the Vdd and regulates
the voltage to the microcontroller core at a constant 1.5V .
Figure 4 is a conceptual graph that shows the state of the
microcontroller with the change in Vdd. The comparator mon-
itors the Vdd and its output proctors the program execution
window. In Figure 4, shaded region ‘A’ denotes the region
where Vdd is less than the SVSon voltage. The internal SVS
keeps the microcontroller powered off in this region. ‘B’ shows
the region where the microcontroller is powered on but the
program execution is stalled. In this region, Vdd is below the
predefined Vtrig and the program waits as a supply voltage of
atleast Vtrig is necessary to guarantee data retention. Region
‘C’ denotes the window when the program executes. As soon
as Vdd drops below Vtrig , the QUICKRECALL interrupt is
triggered and the microcontroller operation moves from region
‘C’ to ‘D’. In ‘D’, the program executes the ISR to save the
system state and any remaining time in this region is spend on
monitoring the supply voltage. The microcontroller is switched
off once Vdd drops below SVSoff .

Vtrig has to be greater than both SVSoff and SVSon

since they dictate the microcontroller on-off states. For
the MSP430FR5739 microcontroller, the typical voltages for
SVSoff and SVSon are 1.88V and 1.93V respectively. The
minimum voltage required for a safe FRAM operation is 2.0V
[4]. The chosen Vtrig has to guarantee correct FRAM operation
for the duration of checkpointing. The overhead of storing
a checkpoint at a CPU frequency of 8MHz, measured using
an oscilloscope, is 8.18µs. For our experimental setup, the
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On the next power up, a set checkpoint flag launches the
QUICKRECALL boot sequence that recalls the system state. It
begins by restoring the stack pointer following which, the MCU
and peripheral subsystems are re-initialized. The stack pointer
is restored initially so that the re-initialization routine may use
the remainder of the stack without corrupting the checkpointed
portion of the stack. QUICKRECALL’s boot sequence then stalls
execution till the supply voltage surpasses the trigger voltage.
Note that, even though the peripherals have been initialized,
if the MCU powers off before achieving the trigger voltage,
the previous state remains intact as the ISR is not triggered.
Otherwise, all the registers are reinstated and the checkpoint
flag is cleared. QUICKRECALL resumes by re-entering the ISR
(Figure 2). The ISR returns, the program context is popped
from the stack and the program continues execution oblivious
to the power interruption.

QUICKRECALL supports all normal programming paradigms
including dynamic memory allocation and nested interrupts.
Dynamic memory allocation requires no additional perfor-
mance overhead as the heap is also retained in-situ in the non-
volatile memory. The data in the heap is stored as a linked-list
structure in the FRAM. The memory allocation engine stores
the control variables used to keep track of free and allocated
heap segments in the bss. Since QUICKRECALL retains the
state of bss across power cycles, the heap and the memory
allocation engine work seamlessly across power cycles without
presenting any overhead. Enabling nested interrupts facilitates
the QUICKRECALL ISR to be triggered. Note that nested
interrupts are not enabled for the QUICKRECALL interrupt
vector to perform checkpointing.

V. DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the implementation and experimental
setup for QUICKRECALL.

A. Experimental setup

Fig. 3. Experimental Setup

Figure 3 shows our experimental setup. We use the Texas
Instruments, MSP-EXP430FR5739 Experimenter’s board [11]
for implementing QUICKRECALL. The board is equipped with
an MSP430FR5739 microcontroller that has 1KB of SRAM
and 16KB of FRAM [4]. An Analog Devices comparator
(CMP401), is interfaced with the GPIO pins to provide a
digital signal output after comparing a reference Vtrig to the
microcontroller’s Vdd. To supply a variable Vdd, we used
a function generator and supplied a square wave at varying
frequencies and duty cycles. The observed positive supply
voltage gradient for the function generator was 1000V/s.

We modified the linker to allocate the data, bss, stack,
and heap sections to the on-chip FRAM. Note that while the
system reboots across power cycles, the global variables should
not be initialized again. Hence they are defined in the bss
section of the code. The initialization routine that configures
the MCU and peripherals, like setting GPIO directions, clock
frequency, etc., are defined in a function (say foo()). foo()
is invoked in both the main() function and QUICKRECALL
boot sequence. Lastly, we modified the boot sequence and the
environment pre-initialization routines as shown in Figure 2 to
implement QUICKRECALL.

Fig. 4. Microcontroller State with Vdd

B. Determining Vtrig

The choice of a suitable Vtrig is crucial for QUICKRECALL
to avoid unwanted wait periods and incomplete checkpoints.
The MSP430FR5739 has a non-programmable internal Supply
Voltage Supervisor (SVS) that monitors the Vdd and regulates
the voltage to the microcontroller core at a constant 1.5V .
Figure 4 is a conceptual graph that shows the state of the
microcontroller with the change in Vdd. The comparator mon-
itors the Vdd and its output proctors the program execution
window. In Figure 4, shaded region ‘A’ denotes the region
where Vdd is less than the SVSon voltage. The internal SVS
keeps the microcontroller powered off in this region. ‘B’ shows
the region where the microcontroller is powered on but the
program execution is stalled. In this region, Vdd is below the
predefined Vtrig and the program waits as a supply voltage of
atleast Vtrig is necessary to guarantee data retention. Region
‘C’ denotes the window when the program executes. As soon
as Vdd drops below Vtrig , the QUICKRECALL interrupt is
triggered and the microcontroller operation moves from region
‘C’ to ‘D’. In ‘D’, the program executes the ISR to save the
system state and any remaining time in this region is spend on
monitoring the supply voltage. The microcontroller is switched
off once Vdd drops below SVSoff .

Vtrig has to be greater than both SVSoff and SVSon

since they dictate the microcontroller on-off states. For
the MSP430FR5739 microcontroller, the typical voltages for
SVSoff and SVSon are 1.88V and 1.93V respectively. The
minimum voltage required for a safe FRAM operation is 2.0V
[4]. The chosen Vtrig has to guarantee correct FRAM operation
for the duration of checkpointing. The overhead of storing
a checkpoint at a CPU frequency of 8MHz, measured using
an oscilloscope, is 8.18µs. For our experimental setup, the
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Here’s another operation example of an intermittently powered system. 

This system is based on a micrcontroller with a non-volatile ferroelectric RAM, or FRAM. This specific microcontroller has a nonvolatile memory, but the registers are all conventional volatile flipflops. This 
may be more power-efficient for normal operation, but if power is lost, all the system status will be lost. Therefore, if power loss is anticipated, the system status should be stored in the nonvolatile FRAM so 
that you can restore and resume computation when power is back. This is called checkpointing. 

Like the system introduced in the previous slide, there is no energy storage  like battery or supercapacitor. There is only a small capacitor that rapidly charges and discharges. The hardware architecture is 
similar, but this time, you need to store and restore system status periodically. Now, the question is when to store the system status.  

Let’s look at the graph. It shows the voltage of the small capacitor. You need to determine when to start checkpointing. You don’t want to start checkpointing too late because if power is lost before 
checkpointing is completed, you won’t be able to restore the correct status. On the other hand, you don’t want to start checkpointing too early because after checkpointing you have to shut down. Otherwise, 
any computation performed after checkpointing will not only be lost, but also may corrupt the system status. So you’ll want to start checkpointing only when you have energy barely enough for checkpointing. 
This is determined and fined-tuned by analyzing the power generation capability, power consumption of the microcontroller, and the size of the capacitor.



DEVICE RESEARCH FOR POWERING IOT

• Harvesting more energy 

‣ Material for improving photovoltaic efficiency 

‣ Flexible solar cells and devices for efficient energy harvesting on wearable IoT 

• Improving power delivery efficiency 

‣ Reducing power conversion loss for rectification and regulation 

• Reducing power consumption 

‣ Fast and low-power non-volatile memory elements 

• Cross-layer and holistic design with awareness of architecture and 
application
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Here are some more unsolved problems in energy-efficient IoT device design for device and material researchers. 

Harvesting more energy by using more efficient photovoltaic materials or flexible solar cells in wearable devices.  

Improving power delivery efficiency by reducing power loss during AC-to-DC rectification and DC voltage regulation. Efficient converter circuit design is also important. 

Obviously, reducing power consumption is important. There are many research outcomes at different levels of computing to reduce power consumption, but maybe one of the most important and urgent 
demand at the device level would be fast and low-power non-volatile memory elements. 

Of course, this is never an exhaustive list of research topics. 



SUMMARY

• Despite the advances in device and material research, old power and energy 
challenges in low-power embedded system still remain unaddressed 

• Powering IoT devices requires holistic design optimization of power source, 
converter, storage, and load 

• Understanding the system architecture and application can enable drastic 
innovations in the IoT devices power problems 

‣ Intermittently powered IoT devices are an example of application-specific power 
subsystem design enabled by non-volatile memory elements 

• Device and material research is crucial to further improve power and energy 
efficiency of IoT devices
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Let me summarize and wrap up this talk. 

Despite the rapid advances in device and material research, the power and energy challenges that have existed in low-power embedded systems still remain unaddressed. IoT device design is no exception. 

Understanding individual power components is not enough for energy-efficient IoT device design. It requires holistic design optimization of the power source, converter, storage, and load at the same time. 

Understanding the system architecture and application is also important. If you know how your device will be used, you can adopt innovative approaches to dramatically improve energy efficiency, such as 
intermittently powered systems. 

Finally, device and material research is crucial to further improve power and energy efficiency of all computing systems, but especially for IoT devices where every nJ matters. 
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